Abstract. In this paper, we find the alternative combination which can be replace CA-125. We compare several algorithms for diagnosis of ovarian cancer. The serum samples contain 101 cancer and 92 healthy samples. We perform two major tasks: Marker selection and Classification. For optimal marker selection, we use Genetic Algorithm, Random Forest, T-test and Logistic Regression. For classification, we compare Linear Discriminative Analysis, K-Nearest Neighbor and Logistic Regression. As a result, we find HE4-ELISA, PDGF-AA, Prolactin, TTR can be alternative combination for detecting ovarian cancer.
Introduction
Ovarian cancer is the eighth most common cancer and has the fifth fatality-to-case ratio in United States. According to a statistics of Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in 2012, about 20 thousands women in United States were diagnosed with ovarian cancer, and about 75% died from it. In addition, when ovarian cancer is found in its early stage, the probability of 5-year survival yields up to 92%. However the early detection rate is only 19%. It is clarify that the early detection of ovarian cancer improves the clinical output [1, 2] .
For early diagnosis, many researches have been performed as follows: finding multiple biomarkers [3] , early detection using menopausal information [4] , and finding optimal combination using machine learning algorithms [5, 6] . Specifically, many of them have been developed for distinguishing between benign and cancer [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Unlikely them, we focus on distinguishing cancer sample from normal samples.
One of the most popular screening test for ovarian cancer is CA-125 blood test. The level of CA-125 is high from many patients with ovarian cancer. However, using CA-125 for screening test is that common conditions other than cancer can also cause the level of CA-125 [9, 10] .
Finding related biomarkers for specific disease is required a huge amount of clinical experiment. If there are a lot of candidate set of biomarker, it is timeconsuming and expensive, corresponding the number of biomarkers and the number of combination. The underlying motivation of our paper is that machine learning can decrease the cost and time for experiments, by suggesting the best optimal combination set.
In this paper, we perform two parts for finding alternative marker combination for detecting cancer. First, we identify the best marker combinations of 16 biomarkers. Second, we compare the classification method of optimal combination, distinguishing normal and cancer samples. Several machine learning algorithms are used in both parts.
Methods
Serum samples were obtained from 101 patients with ovarian cancer and from 92 healthy women provided through two hospital, Hallym University Chuncheon Sacred Heart Hospital and Asan Medical Center. We do not care about cancer stage, and the state of menopause which is important factor associated with the risk of malignancy [4, 9] . The 16 serum biomarkers, which is commonly discussed for ovarian cancer researches, are used to our experiment [2, 10, 11] . To select optimal marker combination which can diagnose cancer and normal data, we use four algorithms: Random Forest (RF), Genetic Algorithm (GA), T-test and Logistic Regression (LR). The size of combination is set from 2 to 4 for reducing a time consuming. The top marker combinations for each algorithm are computed to 5-fold cross-validation. We repeated it 1000 times in order to decrease the deviation of result. The final best marker combinations are selected to average Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Area Under the Curve (AUC).
With the selected optimal combinations, we perform the three classification method: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Logistic Regression (LR). We compare the accuracy for classification between normal and cancer data. Table 1 shows AUC value for marker selection and accuracy for classification. The GA yields 0.86 AUC value as the lowest value among four algorithms, and the RF performs 0.98 AUC. T-Test and LR shows the highest score, 0.99 AUC value. Except RF, the rest of algorithm shows the best AUC value to 4 combinations. However, there are no major differentiation of AUC value between 3 and 4 marker combinations. Intuitively, we find that it is not necessary to use 4 marker combination. We compare three different classification method. In marker sets selected by GA, 2 combination shows the best performance of 0.88 by using KNN. In marker sets chosen by RF, 3 and 4 combination yield almost same accuracy by using LR. Marker sets chosen by T-Test shows totally same performance of 0.95 by using LR. In optimal combinations by LR, a classifier trained by LR yields 0.95 accuracy. Not surprisingly, the GA algorithm which has a lowest AUC value for marker selection, performs the lowest accuracy of 0.81 for 3 combination. All marker selection algorithm except GA, shows better performance for the 3 and 4
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Advanced Science and Technology Letters Vol.120 (AIA 2015) combinations rather than 2 combinations. The classifier using Logistic Regression shows the outstanding performance in over 70% of marker sets. In the result, we find HE4-ELISA, PDGF-AA, Prolactin, TTR is the best combination for detecting ovarian cancer. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we present the exploration for the marker selection and classification between cancer and normal samples. For marker selection, we find all methods except genetic algorithm, can capture in combining marker sets a marker, which has a high AUC value. For classification, logistic regression also presents the highest accuracy.
The experimental results shows that logistic regression is an outstanding algorithm for both marker selection and classification problem.
